Viewing VoiceThreads in Blackboard

Go into your Course

Course Menu

Click VoiceThread on the Course Menu

- Announcements
- Discussion Board
- UTMB Webmail
- Lync Teleconferencing
- VoiceThread
- Groups
- Course Messages
Entering VoiceThread

The Course VoiceThread link will sign you into VoiceThread automatically and take you to the Recent Activity area for the course.

1. This is the link to enter the VoiceThread for your course.
2. Review the VoiceThread Welcome message and VoiceThread Sharing Policy

**VoiceThread**

- **Course VoiceThread**

**Welcome to VoiceThread**

When you click on the link above, you will be logged into VoiceThread and will be directed to the Course VoiceThread.

Please refer to the course Learning Modules for instructions on interacting with assigned VoiceThreads.

Also, before interacting with a VoiceThread, please read the VoiceThread Sharing Policy below.

**VoiceThread Sharing Policy**:

In VoiceThread, there are various publishing options available, and one in particular is the "Sharing" option.

1. **When a VoiceThread is shared publicly**, it allows "anyone", anywhere in the world, to view the content and/or publicly sharing content in a VoiceThread, or Blackboard in general.

2. **Failure to adhere to UTMB policies, or applicable laws, may result in disciplinary and/or legal action**.

As best practice, do not share a VoiceThread publicly unless directed by the Instructor.
Recent Activity Area

1. **Home** - Students can click on the Home button to go back to their course
2. **Thumbnails** - Students can click on a VoiceThread to view it
3. **Create** - Allows Students to create a VoiceThread
4. **MyVoice** - Takes students to VoiceThreads they have created or shared.
Interacting with a VoiceThread

1. **Play Button** - Plays the VoiceThread presentation
2. **Slide Navigation** - used to move between slides manually
3. **Comment** - Reveals different ways to leave comments
4. **Exit** - Click to exit VoiceThread